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Dedicated to poultry processing 

 for more than 50 years

Meyn is the reliable and committed partner of

renowned poultry processing companies in over

90 countries worldwide. With people that have the 

right professional skills to offer you both the flexibility 

and innovation. With local presence in many places 

around the globe. With relentless drive to help you to 

improve your performance by offering intelligent and 

situation-specific solutions. And with all the

knowledge, equipment, systems and services that are 

critical for your success.

At Meyn, we focus on our customers’ ambition to 

optimise their financial results while realising the 

right number of products of specific quality. For this 

purpose, Meyn presents an extensive range of

processing equipment and related systems. When 

desired, equipment and systems can be combined 

to form solutions that are more integrated in nature. 

Meyn has been at the forefront of equipment design 

and innovation for more than 50 years.
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Cut to specification

Meyn can provide systems for the widest conceivable 

range of product specifications, including those 

required by retailers, food service companies, the 

leading fast food chains and governmental bodies. 

Issues such as product specifications, plant lay-out 

and product flow will determine which solution is 

most suitable for each specific situation. 

The systems range from very compact, supporting a 

limited product variety and not requiring the support 

of a PLC or process management computer, to 

systems that will generate a large spread of products 

simultaneously at high operating speeds. All systems 

are easy to install and maintain and are built from 

stainless steel and food grade materials.

In today’s market flexibility and product quality are key issues. Poultry processing plants 

require systems that are efficient, flexible and that will cut to specification. The Meyn 

cut up systems are available in three field-proven standard configurations that can be 

combined with a large selection of additional cutting modules:

• The Meyn Compact cut up system

• The Meyn Food servicer cut up system

• The Meyn Physic HS cut up system
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FCF Compact
   cut up system

The Meyn FCF Compact cut up system is able to 

handle all basic cuts, including wing, breast and leg 

processing. It offers a highly efficient and compact 

method of producing high quality cuts, against 

highly affordable costs. The Meyn Compact cut 

up system is easy to install and is immediately 

operational. The system is prewired and the controls 

are set to go once power is connected. It is ideally 

suited for processing plants with limited available 

production space, as it has a very compact foot 

print. Furthermore, the system uses a plate chain 

and fixed under shackle which results in a virtually 

maintenance free process.
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FCF Food Servicer
   cut up system

The Meyn Food Servicer cut up system is able to 

suit all food service 8 piece, 9 piece and dark meat 

specifications currently in demand. With in-line fat 

pulling, tail cutting, thigh popping and a synchronised 

parts collection system, the Food Servicer cut up 

system offers the most versatile and efficient method 

of producing fast food products available.

The Meyn Food Servicer cut up system is a complete 

stand-alone system comprising an integrated drive, 

controls and safety features. They are shipped 

complete and ready to run, allowing a smooth and 

easy installation. The compact foot print makes it 

possible to install the system in virtually all existing 

departments.
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Physic HS
   cut up system

The Physic HS cut up systems can be configured 

to match a large number of situation specific 

requirements regarding product type, quantity, 

quality and flexibility. The Physic HS system is 

designed for line speeds ranging from approximately 

3,000 to 7,000 birds per hour. Lower product speeds 

are possible by adapting the shackle pitch. The 

design of the Physic HS components allow for an 

unlimited number of configuration possibilities in 

order to create the optimal logistic solution for each 

specific situation.

The Physic HS’ design is practical, simple and 

open. This allows for easy access during cleaning 

and maintenance. The system is robust and can 

effortlessly be operated, due to its limited complexity 

and the moderate number of moving parts. As in our 

other equipment, a lot of attention has been given 

to the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) indicating that 

maintenance and spare consumption will be at a 

minimum.

The Meyn Physic HS cut up system is developed to support the poultry processor in 

realising the highest possible revenues, and with an unrivalled speed of 7,000 birds per 

hour, the Physic HS shows an unchallenged performance. This makes any Physic HS

cut up line considerable more effective than existing lines.
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Frame; stability
   and support

With the frame orientated in the direction of the 

overhead conveyor, stability is maximised. At the 

same time, it creates the opportunity to by-pass any 

unit freely. This creates great flexibility regarding the 

number of different products or qualities that can be 

processed at the same time. An additional advantage 

is that this form of by-passing is very beneficial to 

the overall hygiene of the process as birds do not 

touch any rails or guide bars. Regardless product 

characteristics, the performance of the by-pass will 

be outstanding. The new frame design also allows 

for more possibilities when designing solutions for 

the controlled unloading of breasts and thighs, in 

combination with direct transfer to a synchronised 

weighing or packing system.

The exceptional overall performance of the Physic HS is the result of a stable, well 

controlled but free flowing process. Innovative changes have thereto been made to the 

three main elements of the system; frame, shackle and cutting modules.
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Shackle and
   shackle rotation

The shackle can rotate at a pace independent 

of the line speed. This is realised by the specific 

design of the upper half of the two-piece shackle, in 

combination with the shackle rotating mechanism 

which is mounted on the T-track.

The consequence is a smooth orientation of the 

product, even at high lines speeds. This results in 

very limited wear as undue friction is avoided.
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Cutting modules

The cutting modules can be adjusted within a given setting to perform the required 

cut. The ease of handling and accuracy of the settings guarantees a precise cut and 

optimal yield. The consistency and quality of the cut is further enhanced by the optimal 

positioning or precut of the product. This results in a highly uniform anatomical cut, with 

a minimum of loss. Assuring a profitability as high as possible.
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Precise

Tail cutter
The Meyn tail cutter cuts allows for a highly 

precise and controlled tail cut. The amount of 

tail to be removed can be adjusted to customers’ 

requirements. This improves yield as undesired loss 

of excess fat, skin or meat is prevented.

Wing tip cutter
The Meyn wing tip cutter separates the wing tips 

from the rest of the wings. The amount of wing tip to 

be taken off is adjustable. The machine can easily be 

by-passed in case a whole wing cut is required.
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cut

Middle wing cutter
The Meyn middle wing cutter cuts through the 

second joint of the wing separating the middle 

wing from the bird. The middle wing cutter shows 

a consistent performance within a wide range of 

product weights.

HY wing cutter
The Meyn HY wing cutter removes the (whole) wings 

from the bird. The HY wing cutter guarantees a highly 

consistent and precise cut. When required, the cut 

can include a maximum amount of back meat while 

minimising the amount of breast meat, but other 

priorities can be selected as well.
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Breast cap cutter
The Meyn breast cap cutter gives an exactly 

positioned, constant and symmetrical cut. This allows 

for a maximum of valuable breast meat to be left 

with the cap while minimising bone contamination of 

untrimmed filets in the form of ribs. The module can 

cut the ribs at variable lengths.

The breast cap cutter can optionally be provided with 

a transfer wheel, which guides the breast caps from 

the module and positions each individual cap onto a 

conveyor. As the caps are spaced evenly, they can be 

forwarded to a weighing belt without the involvement 

of labour or any additional mechanical support. Meyn 

offers several possibilities to further process the 

breast caps by means of (semi-) automatic breast cap 

deboning machines with capacities up to

6,000 products an hour.

Optimal
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Front half cutter
The front half cutter accurately separates the front 

half from the bird. It produces untouched fillet 

oysters intact, symmetrically and accurately cut. The 

front half cutter is usually installed after the HY wing 

cutter. Meyn offers the possibility to further process 

the front half on either a cone deboning conveyor 

or by means of (semi-) automatic front half filleting 

machines (up to 6,000 products per hour). Controlled 

transfer to a conveyor is possible.

Saddle trimmer
The saddle trimmer also shares the design features of 

the breast cap cutter providing constant and exactly 

positioned cuts. The module cuts the upper back part 

from the saddle. The trimmed saddle remains in the 

shackle. The unit is always positioned after the breast 

cap cutter.

yield
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Leg processor
The leg processor divides the incoming saddles 

by separating both legs from the backbone. This 

results in two anatomical legs that remain in the 

shackle while the backbone is dropped. Two versions 

of Physic HS leg processor modules are available, 

creating whole legs with different characteristics 

based on market specific requirements.

Saddle cutter
The saddle cutter offers the possibility to produce 

two different cuts with one machine. Depending on 

the preference of the customer, the saddle of the 

bird can be cut symmetrically through the spine 

to produce two identical leg quarters. Or the spine 

can be cut from the saddle to produce whole legs 

without spinal cord. Like the other cut up machines, 

productivity, reliability, precision and hygiene are key 

design features. The saddle cutter can be placed after 

the saddle trimmer or the front half cutter.

High quality
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Drum/thigh separator
The drum/thigh separator is installed in a 180 degrees 

curve of the overhead conveyor. The module cuts 

through the joint, producing either a drumstick 

and an anatomical thigh or a drumstick and a thigh 

quarter. Both drums and thighs are fixed during 

cutting. The drums continue in the shackle, the 

thighs are released in a controlled manner and can 

be transferred directly to a synchronised weighing, 

grading/batching or packing system. 

Product spacing and indexing is realised without the 

involvement of labour or any additional mechanical 

support. This direct transfer permits tracking, leading 

to full traceability. As a result of the precut, total 

skin covering and anatomical cut of the drumstick 

is guaranteed. In case whole legs (anatomical or 

quarters) are required, the drum/thigh separator will 

be by-passed.

Full traceability
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The high speed in-line weighing module accurately 

weighs whole birds, saddles, legs, leg quarters 

and drumsticks. As the product is not taken out 

of the shackle, the risk of falls products is avoided 

completely. Both left and right legs as well as 

drumsticks are weighed separately and can be 

graded and batched in-line. This approach enables 

uninterrupted product tracking, leading to full 

traceability.

Weighing module
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Other modules that are available include:

• Neck/neck skin trimmer

• Shank cutter

• Vertical halver

• Breast cap cutter/splitter

• Breast incisor

• Breast processor 8 piece

• Breast processor whole breast-spine out

More information on these modules can be found on 

the Technical Data Sheets.
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